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• Workshop with ~30 participants from CLARIN, DARIAH, libraries organized by Martin Wynne and Andreas Witt

• Talks about past and present projects like Nederlab, Text+, projects in DARIAH (will be published on video)

• Intended to strengthen understanding of the present and future roles of CLARIN, DARIAH and libraries in the Research Infrastructure landscape
My subjective key takeaways (1/2)

• Sustainability (or lack thereof) was a key issue

• Data access software should focus on sustainable backends
  o IIIF
  o OCFL

• Text+ needs (and will push) FCS

• CLARIN can benefit from the “library metaphor”:
  o Libraries know how to provide a sustainable infrastructure
My subjective key takeaways (1/2)

• CLARIN (and libraries) benefit from collaboration with researchers (as we know)

• DARIAH provides research questions (and needs sustainable backends)

• We just might get a C-centre in Hungary, the local librarian was very interested.
Thank you!